
Optimize system performance. The part load

performance of dynamic compressors can fluctuate

greatly with changes in the seasons. Without regular

adjustments to the minimum turn down point, these

changes can result in excessive amounts of air

being bypassed under lightly loaded conditions.

Ingersoll Rand’s ambient control option on the

Xe-145F controller automatically adjusts for

changes in temperature, pressure and

humidity. By continually adjusting the

minimum turn down point, the system can

offer the maximum possible turndown range

and avoid costly premature bypass. Your system

will always be optimized for your ambient

conditions, saving you time and making your

compressor even more efficient. 

• 4-12% potential partial load energy savings

• Throttle range maximization

• More reliable surge prevention

• No special hardware modifications – integrated

into the controller

Advanced Machine Control
Responding to Changes in Ambient Conditions



Advanced Control for Centrifugal Compressors

The Xe-145F centrifugal controller optimizes your compressor
for a variety of ambient conditions. 

RReedduucciinngg  EExxcceessss  EEnneerrggyy  UUssee
Ingersoll Rand’s ambient control software helps

reduce  excess energy use by optimizing partial

load performance. It does this by automatically

adjusting control parameters based on

changing ambient conditions, which prevents

premature compressor bypass and maximizes

turndown capability.

Ambient control will improve system

performance and reliability. By providing precise

pressure control, your compressed air system

will be more stable and reliable. Since inlet and

bypass valves will operate in harmony, your

operating efficiency will also be improved.

Ambient control will ensure maximum turndown

at all times, which is ideal for partial load

situations, and it will eliminate the need to

reset system set points due to changing

ambient conditions. 

Count on Ingersoll Rand to provide you with

the controls you need to maximize your

operating efficiency and lower your operating

costs under any conditions. 

Energy Savings of 4-12%
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Ingersoll Rand compressors are not designed, intended or approved for breathing air applications. Ingersoll Rand does not

approve specialized equipment for breathing air applications and assumes no responsibility or liability for compressors used

for breathing air service. 

Nothing contained on these pages is intended to extend any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, regarding the

product described herein. Any such warranties or other terms and conditions of sale of products shall be in accordance with

Ingersoll Rand’s standard terms and conditions of sale for such products, which are available upon request.

Product improvement is a continuing goal at Ingersoll Rand. Designs, available functions and specifications are subject to

change without notice or obligation.


